SCENEHACK
READING HACK does #LoveToRead
Be part of something big. BBC #LoveToRead
is a national campaign to get people reading and
sharing the books they love. Get involved by doing
and sharing this hack.

WHAT IS IT?

Take a scene from a book you love and recreate
it as a short film. It could be a funny thing that
happens, an epic fight scene or a revelation.
Now recreate your scene as a short film.
You could write a script, make a vine or Instagram
video or even try stop-motion animation with your
own drawings or toy figures.

HOW DO YOU DO IT?
Pick a key scene in the story and think about how character, voice, story and setting work together to
grab your attention. What are the characters thinking and feeling? How does that make you feel?

WHAT DO YOU NEED?
You need a way of recording your scene, whether that’s on paper or on camera. And a way to share it,
like on Instagram or Twitter, tagging @ReadingHackers and #LoveToRead.

WHO DOES IT?
You can do this by yourself or in a team. If there are lots of you, everybody could have a different role:
a scriptwriter, a set designer and somebody in charge of the camera.

MAKE A PROFILE ON www.readinghack.org.uk
Create a profile to share and record the hacks you’ve taken part in, and you’ll be able to download
a skills letter recording your achievements. You’ll also find lots of exclusive author interviews,
competitions and book recommendations.

SHARE ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Tag @ReadingHackers and use the hashtag #LoveToRead to join thousands of other people who
will be posting about their favourite books.

@ReadingHackers #LoveToRead   
@ReadingHackers #LoveToRead

Reading Hack is a programme for 13-24 year-olds that turns reading on its head.
Young people do reading activities and volunteering, called ‘hacks’ to gain skills and experience.

